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Introduction
Providing efficient solutions to time-cost tradeoff problems is an important consideration in the planning of many oil and gas field development, facilities and improved recovery projects, while satisfying several constraints (e.g., critical path logic, activity precedence, resource availability, budget limits, quality standards etc.). The key objective is to identify an attractive/optimum time schedule that can also deliver such projects at the lowest cost while satisfying all constraints and deliverable quality standards. Zhou et al. (2013) review techniques used to optimize scheduling in construction projects.
Many studies propose algorithms to solve the discrete time cost tradeoff problem (DTCTP) faced by construction projects under development (e.g., Bettemir and Birgonul, 2016) . The scenarios considered typically assume very specific relationships between cost and time of project activities, viz., as activity time is reduced by expenditure on crashing actions, the direct project cost an activity (material, labour) increases, whereas the indirect cost (overheads) of the activity decreases. Typically, the problems evaluated are multi-modal in nature, i.e., deterministic time and cost for several alternative construction techniques for each activity are available for selection, based upon quotes provided by different sub-contractors.
Although the multi-modal DTCTP is a common scenario and precursor to the award of engineering, procurement and construction (EPC) contracts, it is not the only scenario that needs to be considered in project planning. The uncertainties that exist for most work-item cost and durations at the early project planning stages justify the application of more expansive evaluations of stochastic time cost tradeoff problems (STCTP). This involves estimating the time (duration) and cost for each activity (work item) with continuous distributions rather than deterministic values. In such circumstances the uncertainties associated with duration and cost for each activity are better expressed as probability distributions. Such situations typically prevail during the front-end engineering and design (FEED) stages and earlier pre-FEED stages of project planning. Indeed, multiple cost-time quotes from contractors for each activity, enabling a multi-modal discrete analysis, are typically not available until after a FEED study is completed. Yet, preliminary TCTP analysis can be beneficial in the FEED and pre-FEED stages of complex projects. In addition, significant uncertainty remains concerning the durations of contracted activities during project implementation, due to factors such as contractor performance, inflation of materials costs, weather, unplanned interruptions and change orders. A case can therefore be made for stochastic analysis during project implementation, albeit with narrower distribution ranges.
Such uncertainties expose the limitations of discrete optimization models and justifies the use of stochastic project evaluation and review techniques (PERT) to incorporate such uncertainty in the CPM analysis. Therefore, this study proposes a stochastic STCTP approach for early-stage and implementation-stage project planning that minimizes project costs across a range of possible project durations (makespans) for different probabilistic activity time-cost relationships. It applies a newly developed memetic, nondominated, sorting optimization algorithm and monitors performance of the component metaheuristics of that algorithm with the recentlydeveloped technique of metaheuristic profiling (Wood, 2016a; 2016b) .
Literature review
Early work by Fulkerson (1961) and Kelley (1961) identified the benefits of the critical path method (CPM) of analysis to adjust project schedules such that total project costs could be minimized. Complex relationships were recognized between project activity durations and their costs (Siemens, 1971; Reda and Carr, 1989) and the risks associated with them (Wollmer, 1985; Moselhi and Deb, 1993) . In some cases, this enabled a projects schedule to be accelerated by allocating more resources (e.g., work force, equipment, materials) to certain critical activities at additional direct costs, eventually termed crash actions, constrained by available resources (Ahn and Erenguc, 1998; Gutjahr et al., 2000) . The DTCTP was first formally addressed by Harvey and Patterson (1979) and Hindelang and Muth (1979) , and is now generally expressed in cases where the duration of each activity in each of several modes is a discrete non-increasing function of the amount of non-renewable resource dedicated to it (Wu and Chen, 2009) . DCTCP continue to be the focus of many constructionrelated optimization studies (e.g., De et al., 1995; Zheng, 2015; Aminbaksh and Sonmez, 2016) . It is known to be a strongly NP-hard optimization problem and to become more so as additional optimization objectives are factored in (Van Peterghem and Vanhoucke, 2010; Singh and Ernst, 2011; Zhang et al., 2015) , with the feasible solution space increasing exponentially as the number of project activities increases (Tavana et al., 2014) . In cases where multiple objectives are sought (e.g., cost, time, quality etc.) the Pareto front approach has provided nondominated time-cost solutions over a range of feasible project schedules (Chau et al., 1997; Feng et al., 1997; Vanhoucke and Debels, 2007; Iranmanesh et al., 2008; Gomes et al., 2014; Koo et al., 2015) . Babu and Suresh (1996) recognized that project quality was also likely to be impacted by time-cost tradeoff and considered time-cost-quality tradeoff as a complex continuum to be optimized. Many subsequent studies have treated time-costquality optimization as a discrete problem with each activity potentially executed in several modes (Kang and Myint, 1999; El-Rayes and Kandil, 2005; Tareghian and Taheri, 2006; Kim et al., 2012) . Some models incorporate fuzzy logic to address the difficult-to-quantify uncertainties associated with project quality and resource utilization Zahraie and Tavakolan, 2009; Zang and Xing, 2010; Shahsavari Pour et al., 2012; Ahari and Niaki., 2013; Mungle et al., 2013) , or apply multi-criteria decision-making techniques, such as Analysis Hierarchy Method (AHP) (Pollack-Johnson and Liberatore, 2006) or evidential reasoning (Monghaesemi et al., 2015) to assess project quality. Ke (2014) applies uncertainty theory to address non-random and non-fuzzy uncertainties in TCTP. It has been argued that the DCTCP is too narrowly specified to cover many of the real project problems encountered (Vahidi, 2013) ; a view shared by this author (see introduction). Also, in some projects a case can be made for focusing on profitability and optimizing project net present value (NPV) rather than costs (Zareei et al., 2014) .
Methodologies applied to optimize TCTP can be broadly classified (Zhang and Xing, 2010) into heuristic methods (Fondahl, 1961; Siemens, 1971; Molehsi, 1993; Elazouni, 2009) , mathematical methods (Robinson, 1975; De et al., 1995; Elmaghraby, 1995; Burns et al., 1996) including branchand-bound methods (Rostami et al., 2014) , and metaheuristic models (Feng et al., 1997; Li and Love, 1997; Zheng et al., 2004 , Elbeltagi et al., 2005 Hegazy, 2011) , with further examples of each listed by Zhou et al. (2013) . In contrast to heuristics, which are approximate rules-of-thumb developed using problem-specific information and tend to easily get trapped at local optima, metaheuristics are computational methods that optimize a problem by iteratively trying to improve a candidate solution with regard to a given measure of quality (Suh et al., 2011) . The metaheuristic models applied to TCTP are for the most part evolutionary in nature, dominated by genetic algorithms (Chau et al., 1997; Sonmez and Bettemir, 2012) , but also including ant colony (Ng and Zhang, 2008) , particle swarm (Rahimi and Iranmanesh, 2008) , differential evolution, simulated annealing (Rasmy et al., 2008; Anagnostopoulos and Kotsikas, 2010) , harmony search (Geem, 2010) , frog leaping (Eusuff et al., 2006; Elbeltagi et al., 2007; Rashtchi et al., 2012) , intelligent water drops (Saif et al., 2015) , etc. Some evolutionary and other algorithms are configured to also evaluate DTCTP, taking into account fuzzy quality inputs (Wood, 2017) , limited resource availability (Ghoddousi et al., 2013; Afruzi et al., 2014; Rostami et al., 2014; Cheng and Tran, 2016) , including renewable, nonrenewable and doubly constrained resources.
The term memetic algorithm does not have a standard definition (e.g., Moscato, 1989; Garg, 2009; Chen et al., 2011; Wood, 2016c) . The definition applied here is that memetic algorithms are extensions or hybrids of metaheuristic evolutionary algorithms, combining multiple local and global search components, which may not all be evolutionary in design, thereby increasing their learning capability, flexibility and efficiency in searching feasible solutions spaces in comparison to metaheuristics.
All of these optimization methods are obliged to obey a projects work-item precedencies and critical path (CPM) constraints, such that an activity is unable to start until its precedence activities are completed and, on the critical path, an activity cannot start later than its latest start time without lengthening the duration of the project overall. TCTP models have applied a range of time-cost functions and relationships (Azaron, 2005; Blaszczyk and Nowak, 2009) , including linear (Fulkerson, 1961; Kelley, 1961) , discrete (Demeulemeester et al., 1993) , non-linear, including convex (Berman, 1964; Lamberson and Hocking, 1970) , concave (Falk and Horowitz, 1972) , and in some cases arbitrary, stochastic (Hagstrom, 1988; Ke and Liu, 2005; Cohen et al., 2007; Ke et al., 2009) or hybrid. Linear continuous TCTP, where activity costs decrease linearly with duration, have been solved with linear programming (Baker, 1997) and by stochastic mathematical methods (Cohen et al., 2007) . Some non-linear continuous TCTP, where activity costs decrease in a convex relationship with duration, have been solved with quadratic programming (Deckro et al., 1995) .
Chaos is a deterministic, non-linear, bounded, unstable, dynamic behavior resembling stochastic sampling, but with infinite unstable periodic motions dependent upon defined starting positions, Chaotic sampling may be applied in either deterministic or stochastic conditions. Chaotic sampling can assist search functions in optimization algorithms (Li and Jiang, 1999; Wang et al., 2001) , and has been recently applied to bat-flight, (Lin et al., 2012) , frog-leaping (Rashtchi et al., 2012) and cuckoo search (Huang et al., 2016; Wood, 2016b) algorithms. Searching solution spaces with Levy flights enhances the efficiency of cuckoo search algorithms (Yang and Deb, 2009) . Choatic sampling combined with Levy flight (Huang et al., 2016) or with generic fat-tailed distributions (Wood, 2016b) further enhances the efficiency of solutionspace searches, and is an approach used in some of metaheuristic components of the memetic algorithm developed for in this study.
This study evaluates a range of stochastic time-cost relationships for STCTP evaluations, of a scale typical for oil and gas field developments. It does so with a memetic (evolutionary) algorithm, recognizing that due to the durations of each activity (work item) being uncertain, the costs of each activity, total project duration and costs are also uncertain, limiting the scope of deterministic models. Its dual cost and time focus requires that it seeks efficient (non-dominated) time-cost solutions over a range of feasible project durations (Pareto frontier), applying budget and schedule constraints as required. In the following sections the details of the memetic algorithm are described, it is applied to an example oil and gas facilities project using eight distinct and continuous workitem time-cost relationships, and its performance is evaluated in locating optimum solutions and in defining Pareto frontiers.
Memetic nondominated sorting optimization algorithm incorporating chaotic and fat-tailed search metaheuristics
A flowchart describing the memetic algorithm applied to continuous and stochastic project time-cost optimization problems (STCTP) is included as Appendix S Fig-S1 . It consists of ten integrated metaheuristics (Mh1 to Mh10), which operate collectively across multiple iterations of the algorithm to influence an evolving population of solutions in its quest for solutions better satisfying the optimization objectives.
(1) Algorithms Control Metrics Prior to running the algorithm, it is necessary to specify the following control metrics:
• Number of iterations (M ) to run in each execution of the algorithm.
• Number of solutions (N ) to generate/modify in each iteration.
• Fraction of N to consider as high-ranking sub-population for modification.
• Work item constraints: P0, P100 values for each work item time and cost distributions.
• Full project time constraints (e.g. maximum allowable values to consider), if required.
• Which metaheuristics to run/not run.
• Set tuning values for certain metaheuristics.
• Set number of total project time intervals (Q) to use to generate the Pareto Front for total project cost. The algorithm is configured to minimize total project costs taking into account the specified constraints. Therefore, metaheuristic 1 (Mh1) operates in the first iteration, to generate a randomly selected population of N solutions. Each solution evaluated by a PERT/critical path method (CPM) logic function in order to determine total project duration taking into account parallel sequences and precedence of work items. This generates three total project value outputs for each solution evaluated: 1. Total project cost (objective function); 2. Total project duration (taking into account parallel working and work-item precedence); and, 3. Sum of the durations of all work items (ignoring parallel working and work-item precedence). The values for output 3 will be greater than the values for output 2 in projects where parallel work item sequences are involved. The N solutions are then ranked in ascending order of the total project costs for each solution in the population, assigning each a ranking from rank #1 to rank #N.
(2) Description of Ten Integrated Metaheuristics (Mh1 to Mh10)
The following metaheuristics operate from iterations 2 to M , and the solutions modified, retained or generated are ranked in ascending order of total project cost at the end of each iteration in preparation for the actions of the next iteration. In addition to recording the lowest total project cost solution associated with each iteration, the non-dominated portion of the algorithm records details of the lowest total-projectcost solutions achieved by all iterations concluded so far, in each of the Q total-project-duration intervals. This enables progress of the Pareto frontier to be monitored iteration by iteration.
Mh1 generates random population of feasible solutions (coded 1), ranks the solutions in ascending order of objective function and sets up the intervals for the project time-cost Pareto frontier recording non-dominated solutions (i.e., lowest total project costs for all solutions with total project time within a specified interval) for each Pareto-frontier interval.
Mh2 generates a subset of modified solutions (coded 2) to replace some solutions in the N − Q lower ranking solutions of the previous iteration. It uses the cumulative frequency of high-ranking solutions and roulette wheel selection to preferentially select some of the high-performing (Q) solutions. It then modifies some of the randomly-selected work item durations and moves them closer towards the values recorded for some of the highest-ranking solutions (e.g. rank #1 to rank #10). The adjustment factors to make these modifications are determined by selected from fat-tailed distributions adjusted by chaotic sequences (see Wood, 2016b , and Appendix S for equations). This approach enables the adjustment factors to get progressively smaller as the number of iterations increases, thereby progressively narrowing the search area of the feasible solution space.
Mh3 generates a subset of modified solutions (coded 3) derived by making minor adjustments to the twenty-best nondominated solutions, plus one randomly-selected from the highest-ranking solutions, recorded from the previous iteration. Either one work-item duration, or several, are modified in the solutions selected. How many work-item durations are changed depends upon the number of iterations completed so far; in early iterations, up to 30% of the work-item durations are changed, whereas in later iterations, this is progressively reduced to 10% in some iterations, and just one work-item duration in others. The adjustment factors applied also vary systematically as iterations progress, with higher adjustments made in earlier iterations. The modified solutions generated replace some solutions in the N − Q lower ranking solutions of the previous iteration that have not been replaced in the current iteration.
Mh4 generates a subset of modified solutions (coded 4) derived by shifting one, randomly selected work-item duration of ranks #1 to ranks #10 solutions close to one of their constraint boundaries (also selected randomly). If the work item duration selected is already very close to its constraint boundary, then another work item is selected. The modified solutions generated replace some solutions in the N −Q lower ranking solutions of the previous iteration that have not been replaced in the current iteration.
Mh5 generates a subset of modified solutions (coded 5) derived by adjusting multiple (e.g., 30%), randomly-selected work-item durations of high-ranking solutions (e.g. beginning at ranks #12) from the previous iteration. The adjustments are made by small increments, using dynamic random sampling of adjustment factors extracted from a fat-tailed distribution adjusted by a chaotic sequence. Once half of the iterations are completed a random change to one work-item iteration is also introduced for a few of the solutions generated to widen the search. The modified solutions generated replace some solutions in the N − Q lower ranking solutions of the previous iteration that have not been replaced in the current iteration.
Mh6 generates a subset of modified solutions (coded 6) derived by introducing small modifications to one randomly selected work-item durations of high-ranking solutions (e.g., ranks #1 to #20) from the previous iteration. The adjustments are made by small increments, using dynamic random sampling of adjustment factors extracted from a fat-tailed distribution adjusted by a chaotic sequence. If the global best solution found by recent iterations shows only a small improvement, then a second randomly-selected work-item duration is also modified by similarly-generated adjustment factors. The modified solutions generated replace the existing rank #1 to rank #20 solutions of the previous iteration, with the existing rank #1 solution preserved by replacing one of the N − Q lower ranking solutions of the previous iteration that has not been replaced in the current iteration.
Mh7 generates a subset of modified solutions (coded 7) derived by replacing one randomly selected work-item durations with a random viable value for selected high-ranking solutions (e.g., selected from ranks #1 to #75) from the previous iteration. The modified solutions generated replace some solutions in the N − Q lower ranking solutions of the previous iteration that have not been replaced in the current iteration.
Mh8 generates a subset of modified solutions (coded 8) derived by crossing over selected work-item duration values in solutions rank #21 to #50 of the previous iteration with lower ranking solutions from that iteration. The number of work item durations modified in this way is high (e.g. ∼60%) in the early iterations, reducing (e.g., ∼30%) in later iterations. The modified solutions generated replace the existing rank #21 to rank #50 solutions of the previous iteration.
Mh9 Substitutes previous best solutions into the top ten rankings for consideration for some adjustments by the next iteration, if the objective function value for rank #1 only differs from rank #10 by a very small specified amount. This is controlled to begin operating only after a certain number of iterations are completed and/or to operate only at intermittent iterations. It can help the algorithm to escape from local optima.
Mh10 Substitutes a few low to mid-ranking solutions from the previous iteration into the top ten rankings for consideration for some adjustments by the current iteration. This is controlled to begin operating only after a certain number of iterations are completed and/or to operate only at intermittent iterations. It can also help the algorithm to escape from local optima in later iterations.
Following the execution of Mh2 to Mh8 in iterations from 2 to M there are N −1 new modified solutions plus the rank #1 of the previous iteration. These solutions are each evaluated by the PERT/critical path method (CPM) logic function in order to determine total project duration taking into account parallel sequences and their precedence of work items. This generates total project output values 1 to 3 for each solution. The N solutions are then ranked in ascending order of the total project costs for each solution in the population, assigning each a ranking from rank #1 to rank #N. Mh9 and Mh10 are then applied to in some cases modify that ranking for consideration by the next iteration.
Metaheuristics Mh1, Mh5, Mh7, Mh8, Mh10 are more directed towards global exploration of the feasible solution space. In contrast, metaheuristics Mh2, Mh3, Mh4, Mh6 and Mh9 are more directed towards exploitation (local search) around promising feasible solutions already found, increasingly focusing that search as iterations progress towards the final specified number of iterations (M ). Mh2 incorporates both local and global search capabilities, being more globally focused in earlier iterations and becoming more locally focused as solutions converge. It is the ability to balance exploration and exploitation of continuous feasible solution spaces, and to tune various metaheuristics to achieve both, that makes memetic algorithms attractive for this purpose. For specific projects, it is likely that certain metaheuristics are more effective than others in finding the best solutions. It is possible to tune the algorithm such that ineffective metaheuristics are switched off and the number of solutions produced by effective metaheuristics expanded, if necessary.
The memetic algorithm as described and configured is highly versatile and transferrable to other problems, with the chaotic sampling techniques associated with some metaheuristics relevant to the sampling of various reservoir and other sub-surface uncertainties.
Critical path description of example project with continuous time-cost uncertainty ranges
A project network for an example oil and gas field facilities construction project, with several parallel paths of work items with high duration and cost uncertainties, is evaluated here using the STCTP algorithm described. The high-level-workitem breakdown of the project (20 work items) would be underpinned in practice by a more-detailed network analysis broken down further into probably many hundreds of individual activities, which would be required to plan and implement the project in detail. Optimizing at the higher level of a project in its the early planning stages is the focus of this example.
Details of the project work items uncertain durations and costs are provided in Table 1 as five distinct deterministic cases that also used to construct probability distributions for stochastic evaluations. These distributions are symmetrical about the best guess (P50-median/best guess values), but could be asymmetrical without compromising the functioning of the optimization algorithm. Assuming triangular relationships, the P0 (probability 0%/minimum) values are derived by extrapolating the P50 and P10 (tenth percentile/ fast deterministic case) values, whereas the P100 (probability 100%/maximum) values are derived by extrapolating the P50 and P90 (ninetieth percentile/slow deterministic case) values (Table 1) .
In the construction industry, it is common to distinguish two distinct cost components: direct and indirect. The direct costs associated with completing the work item (including dayrate labour and equipment costs, and are typically assumed to increase in some ways, due to greater resource deployments, as work item duration is reduced. The indirect costs are various overhead costs incurred on a day-rate basis that increase in proportion to the time taken to complete the work item. This type of cost distinction is used for projects across all industries. A more generic approach to project time-cost relationships is to consider two alternative cost components for stochastic project work-item cost analysis, each of which can be related to work item duration in various ways. Hence, the use here of the components semi-fixed costs and variable costs ( Table  1) . The semi-fixed costs are those quoted costs for plant, equipment and resources that may depend or not on the time taken to complete the work item according to various relationships, but are still uncertain with the ability to vary across the P0 to P100 range. The variable costs are those that vary on a day-rate basis (including some labour and overhead costs) and increase in proportion to the time taken to complete the work item. The day rates of the variable costs are also uncertain with the ability to vary across the P0 to P100 range, but are calculated by multiplying day rates by the number of days taken to complete the work item. It is the semi-fixed and variable cost distributions of Table 1 that are related to the work item durations using various relationships that are used here to evaluate STCTP.
For work item time-cost distribution interactions in the stochastic model it is possible, and sometimes appropriate, to consider various relationships (positive, negative, non-linear and complex, e.g. segmental) between the duration and either of the two cost components for each work item, or between the two cost components. Table 2 lists the total work item cost (semifixed plus variable multiplied by duration) relationships for the five deterministic cases assuming positive and negative linear correlations between work-item durations and the two components of costs. In the positive linear correlation case P0, P10, P50, P90 and P100 duration cases are matched with the P0, P10, P50, P90 and P100 cases of each cost component. In the negative linear correlation case P0, P10, P50, P90 and P100 duration cases are matched with the P100, P90, P50, P10 and P0 cases of each cost component. Comparing the two sets of total work-item and full project cost values generated, highlights the significance of the time to cost distribution relationships in projects. Total project costs could vary between US$1376 million and US$6280 million depending upon the cases and time-cost relationships considered. It is also clear that the relationship between the total project costs of five cases for the negative linear work-item time-cost relationships (Table 5) are far from linear.
The work items of the example project are executed across five parallel pathways (see: P50 deterministic case precedence diagram Fig. 1 ) following a defined project network logic of work-item precedencies (Table 3) .
Each of the parallel pathways, depending upon work-item duration assumptions, may represent the projects critical path. There is potential for the critical path to switch from one pathway of work items to another, depending on the duration values applied for each work item. The network logic for the example project identifies that nine of the twenty work items represent convergent points, with at least two other preceding work items leading into them (i.e., work items 5, 8, 10, 11, 14, 15, 16, 17 and 20). The relative performance of work items Table 1 . Example oil and gas field development facilities construction project with twenty individual work-item cost and duration input assumptions for three deterministic cases: fast, best estimate and slow cases for duration and low, best estimate and high cases for costs. Links between each time and cost case with depend upon the cost-time relationship used, e.g., for positive time-cost correlation slow time case could be linked with high cost cases, whereas for negative time-cost correlation slow time case could be linked with high cost cases. Fig. 1 . High-level breakdown of twenty work items for the example oil and gas field development facilities construction project expressed as a precedence network with critical path items identified (i.e., thick arrows connecting work items with zero float) for the best estimate (P50) deterministic work-item assumptions (Table 1) . leading into convergent points determines the critical path, and as performances vary during stochastic sampling and solution modifications, the exact route of the critical path can also vary. The network calculation function forms an essential part of the STCTP memetic algorithm, because it performs forward and backward passes sequentially in the correct-work-item order across the network. For this study the STCTP memetic and all related analysis are coded in Visual Basic for Applications (VBA), with input and output located in a Microsoft Excel workbook. Applying the network logic defined in Table 3 to each set of work-item duration assumptions it provides key output metrics 1 (total project duration) and 2 (sum of all the work item durations ignoring parallel working). Key output metric 3 (total project costs) can also then be calculated, but will depend, independently of work-item precedencies, upon the duration-cost relationships applied to each work item establishes values for five variables related to input assumptions for each work item (i.e., earliest start, earliest finish, latest start, float and latest finish; Fig. 1 ). The main challenges in solving practical project cost-time tradeoff problems with the memetic algorithm are the uncertainties in the input costtime assumptions for each work item and the relationships (e.g. correlations/dependencies) between the cost and time variables, which often differ from one work item to another.
Eight alternative work-item time-cost relationships ptimized
There is a myriad of possible time-cost relationships that could be applied to the work items of the example project. Also, different time-cost relationships could be applied to different work items and/or different relationships could be applied to time-semi-fixed cost and time-variable cost for each work item. To illustrate the impact of different work item time cost relationships, in the analysis present here, eight distinct work-item time-cost relationships are considered. To facilitate a comparison of the work-item time-cost relationship, for each case considered, one or other of the relationships is applied to all the work items, and to both cost distributions. Selecting the appropriate cost-time relationship for a specific project influences the efficiency and accuracy of the STCP solutions generated. The eight relationships between work item time and cost are determined by formulas applied to the random number used to sample the work item duration probability distributions, such that an appropriate fractional number (0, 1) can be derived for sampling the work item cost distributions. This can be achieved very easily in the stochastic sampling of the three distributions (duration, semi-fixed costs, variable cost) for each work item. The relationships evaluated are:
1. Negative Linear. If the random number (0, 1), Rd, is used to sample the duration probability distribution (expressed as a uniform distribution between P0 and P100 values Table 1) , then the dependent fractional number R c = 1 − R d is used to sample the two cost distributions also expressed as uniform distributions.
2. Negative Sigmoidal. Same as relationship 1 except that the two cost distributions to sample are expressed as lognormal distributions.
3. U-shaped. The relationship between R d and R c is expressed by equation 1 with a uniform duration distribution and lognormal cost distributions being sampled.
(1) where: a = change threshold, 0 < a < 1, a = 0.5 in the example presented; b = adjustment coefficient, b = 1.5 in the example presented; R c is constrained by limits 0 < R c < 1.
4. Segmental. The relationship between R d and R c is expressed by equation 2 with a uniform duration distribution and lognormal cost distributions being sampled.
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where: a = change threshold, 0 < a < 1, a = 0.3 in the example presented; b = adjustment coefficient, b = 2.0 in the example presented; R c is constrained by limits 0 < R c < 1; c = maximum limit, 0 < c < 1, c = 0.975 in the example presented; e = adjustment coefficient, e = 0.8 for R c S, e = 0.3 for R c V in example presented; f = adjustment coefficient, 0 < f < 1, f = 0.01 in example presented; g = maximum limit, 0 < g < 1, g = 0.05 in example presented; h = adjustment coefficient, a < h < 1, h = 0.75 in example presented; R c S is the random number used to sample the semi-fixed cost distribution; R c V is the random number used to sample the variable cost distribution.
5. V-shaped. The relationship between R d and R c is expressed by equation 3 with a uniform duration distribution and lognormal cost distributions being sampled.
where: a = change threshold, 0 < a < 1, a = 0.5 in the example presented; b = adjustment coefficient, b = 2.0 in the example presented; R c is constrained by limits 0 < R c < 1; c = maximum limit, 0 < c < 1, c = 0.975 in the example presented, 0.0001 < 1 − (R d × b) < c; e = adjustment coefficient, e = 1.0 in the example presented for both R c S and R c V .
6. Positive Linear. Same as relationship 1, except R c = R d .
7. Positive Sigmoidal. Same as relationship 2, except
8. Uncorrelated (independent). Time and cost distributions are all sampled as triangular distributions with independent random numbers. This case differs from the others in that a specific work item duration sampled in separate iterations could be associated with distinct costs, which is not the case for relationships 1 to 7. Hence, there is a greater range of uncertainty in the total project durations and costs generated with the uncorrelated relationship and no single reproducible optimum value.
It is relatively easy using random number relationships that sample the work-item duration and cost probability distributions to generate a wide range of continuous, stochastic, nonlinear, time-cost relationships. Figs 2 to 5 illustrate the timecost outcomes for relationships 1, 2, 3 and 8 for just work items #1 and #8 (Table 1) , indicating the non-linear nature of the total work item time-cost outcomes. Work item #1 is selected because it is representative of the lower end of the range of cost and durations for all the work items. Work item #8 is selected because it is representative of the high end of the range of cost and durations for all the work items. Similar graphics for relationships 4, 5, 6 and 7 are included in the Appendix S.
Whereas the negative linear relationship (1) generates convex downwards total work item time-cost trends (Fig. 2) , the positive linear relationship (6) generates convex upwards total work item time-cost trends. Whereas the negative sigmoidal relationship (2) generates convex downwards total work item time-cost trends (declining more rapidly towards the right, Fig.   3 ), the positive sigmoidal relationship (7) generates convex upwards total work item time-cost trends (rising more rapidly towards the right). The segmental relationship (4) generates convex downwards total work item time-cost trends with three distinct segments resulting in the central segment being significantly lower in cost than the left end of the trend and slightly lower than the right end of the trend. The V-shaped relationship (4) generates two convex downwards total work item time-cost trends that intersect at distinct minima in the central area of the duration range for each work item with three distinct segments resulting in the central segment being significantly lower in cost than the left end of the trend and slightly lower than the right end of the trend.
The STCTP to locate the lowest total project cost was evaluated with the memetic algorithm for each of the eight timecost relationships described applied to the example project. The algorithm was executed using the following control values: M = 250, N = 200, Q = 50. Twenty distinct executions of the algorithm were performed for each time-cost relationship and the results analyzed statistically to provide means and standard deviations of the optima found. The minimum total project cost solutions (i.e., the optimum work item durations, total project duration and total project cost) for each time-cost relationship case are listed in Table 4 .
Standard deviations of the optimum total-project-cost solutions found for twenty executions of the memetic algorithm are very low for work-item time-cost relationships 1, 2, 3, 4, 6 and 7 (Table 4), suggesting that the algorithm is consistent in its performance. For these six relationships, the algorithm is finding solutions within $1 million of the optimum value after 40 to 100 iterations (i.e., well within the 250 iterations performed in each execution). For work-item time-cost relationship 5 the algorithm typically takes 230 or so iterations to find solutions within $1 million of the optimum, resulting in a slightly higher standard deviation of $9.7 million (Table  4) . Performing more iterations for relationship 5 reduces the standard deviation of the optimum values found in multiple run.
For work-item time-cost relationship 8 the standard deviation of the optimum total-project-cost solutions found is much higher ($70 million), because of the stochastic nature of that relationship (Fig. 5 ). There is a very low chance of stochastically sampling close to the P0 values of each work item duration and cost distribution with three independently selected random numbers. Hence, the optimum values found in each run of the memetic algorithm are not near the global optimum that could possibly exist, which would be very close to the P0 values of all distributions (i.e., $1376 million total project costs). Therefore, if there is no defined relationship between work item durations and costs the memetic algorithm is not likely to find possible global optimums that exist with very low probabilities of occurrence. Nevertheless, some useful information can be derived from such runs in terms of the Pareto frontiers they reveal. The optimum solution for relationship 8 is typically found in iteration #2. This is because the random solutions of iteration 1 (Mh1) are ranked and the high-ranking population Q consists of the workitem durations that are associated with lowest total project Note: equations 1, 2 and 3, depending on the coefficient values input, may sample just portions of the full cost distributions, not the full range between P0 and P100.
costs in that population. Metaheuristics Mh2 to Mh8 produce modifications of those Q solutions from iteration 2 onwards, but the independent nature of work-item duration and costs, means that many of the modifications will lead to-higherproject-cost outcomes. Hence, the quality of sub-population Q in terms of total project cost for this relationship is less likely to improve as iterations progress, as it does for the other defined work-item duration to cost relationships. Table 5 lists key statistics for the optimum results of total example project costs along the Pareto frontier with the eightdistinct work-item time-cost relationships applied. The lower portion of Table 5 reveals the minimum values associated with each of the twenty project duration intervals evaluated to form the Pareto frontier, highlighting the overall optimum value found. As expected, work-item time-cost relationships 3, 4 and 5 have their overall optimum values some distance from the ends of their Pareto frontiers, whereas for the other relationships the optimum values found are located at one end of their Pareto frontier.
The upper portion of Table 5 reveals that the further from the overall minimum value found a segment is located on the Pareto frontier the higher the standard deviation associated with the optimum value is likely to be for multiple executions of the algorithm. The explanation for this is that the memeticoptimization algorithm is focused on locating the overall optimum and will progressively locate more and more of its trial solutions in the vicinity of that optimum, but fewer and fewer trial solutions will test durations further from the overall optimum. Hence, in the duration intervals along the Pareto frontier where more trials have searched the standard deviations of the minimum values found is likely to be lower. The drop in standard deviations at the opposite end of the Pareto frontier to the overall optimum in the cases of workitem cost-time relationships 1 and 2 reflects very low numbers of trials actually testing those distal duration intervals.
In order to evaluate certain intervals of the Pareto frontier in more detail, to obtain more accurate local optima within them, it is necessary to rerun the algorithm placing upper and lower constraints on total project costs at the boundaries of the intervals of interests (i.e., narrowing the feasible solution space to be searched). This would force the algorithm to locate all of its trials within those boundaries and thereby reduce the standard deviation on the local minimum values found.
Figs 6 to 9 each provide four images that illustrate the progress the memetic algorithm makes in locating the overall optimum and the Pareto frontier found for different work-item cost-time relationships. The upper-left image illustrates the results of the random population generated by the first iteration of the algorithm in terms of total project duration and costs of each solution with the Pareto frontier highlighted. The upperright image shows the solutions produced by the last iteration of the algorithm compared with the random population of the first iteration. Note that many of the solutions in the last iteration are located close to the overall optimum with others scattered along the Pareto frontier (due to the functioning of Mh3). The lower-right image shows how the optimum values along the Pareto frontier have evolved comparing the results of iterations 1, 50 and 250. The lower-left image provides a metaheuristic profile, which is analyzed below. Fig.  6 (Negative-linear relationship) reveals that by iteration 50 the end of the Pareto frontier closest to the overall optimum is well established after 50 iterations, with minor improvements made (by Mh3 mainly) to the distal portion of the Pareto frontier in later iterations.
Figs 7 and 8 (segmental and V-shaped relationships respectively) also show that the algorithm has located the vicinity of the overall optimum by iteration 50 and achieves minor improvements mainly in the segments of the Pareto frontier distal from the overall optimum in later iterations. Fig. 9 (Uncorrelated/independent relationship) reveals that the solutions of the final iteration are more widely spread than for the other relationships, but are concentrated in distinctly lower project duration and cost regions than the solutions of the first iteration. This suggest that even with no correlations between work-item duration and cost the memetic algorithm can identify meaningful portions of a Pareto frontier. Very few improvements are made to the distal end of the Pareto frontier from iteration 1 to 250 in this case, indicating that very few solutions search this area, which is also supported by the high standard deviations (Table 5 ).
Performance profiles of metaheuristics in the optimization process
The metaheuristic profile (MHP), a recently proposed technique (Wood, 2016a,b) , depicted in the lower-left image of Figs 6 to 9 provides a useful performance record of the various metaheuristics involved in the memetic algorithm in generating top-ten ranking solutions in each iteration performed. Metaheuristics Mh2, Mh4 and Mh8 provide most top-ten solutions for the negative-linear relationship (Fig. 6) , with the Mh3 and Mh5 making significant supporting contributions. The negative-sigmoidal relationship (not shown) displays a similar metaheuristic profile. Note Mh10, by nature of its defined function, is not going to make any top-ten contributions for any of the time-cost relationships, but is nonetheless likely to aid exploration of the wide feasible solution space. This profile is expressed for just the first 100 iterations as the optimum value is well established by that point.
Metaheuristics Mh2, Mh6 and Mh8 provide most top-ten solutions for the segmental relationship (Fig. 7) , with Mh3 and Mh5 making supporting contributions. This profile is expressed for all 250 iterations as the optimum value is found in later iterations. The U-shaped relationship (not shown) displays a similar metaheuristic profile. Metaheuristics Mh2, Mh6 and Mh8 provide most top-ten solutions for the V-shaped relationship (Fig. 8) , with Mh5 making a significant supporting contribution, but Mh3 much less so. Note Mh4 makes almost no contribution to the top-ten solutions in these two cases. Metaheuristics Mh2, Mh3, Mh4, Mh6 and Mh7 provide most top-ten solutions for the uncorrelated relationship (Fig. 9) , with Mh8 making a minor supporting contribution. It is Mh3, in this case, that finds the rank #1 solution in iteration 2 that is not improved upon subsequently. Mh2 and Mh4 make the dominant contributions for the positive linear and positive sigmoidal cases (not shown). Metaheuristic profiles for the relationships not shown in Figs 6 to 9 are included in Appendix S. The metaheuristic profiles indicate that MH2 makes the most contributions to the top-ranking solutions found across all cases, but that metaheuristics Mh2 to Mh8 all make significant contributions to the performance of the memetic algorithm. For certain relationships Mh3 and Mh4 make important contributions to finding high-ranking solutions; in other cases, they make no contribution. This suggests that the algorithm has scope to be further tuned by expanding or contracting the roles of Mh3 and Mh4 for certain relationships.
The promising performance of the memetic optimization algorithm in providing useful solutions for STCTP justifies future work to extend its applications to more complex cases. One consideration is introducing resource constraints limiting the times available to perform various activities and/or allowing interruptions (pre-emptions) to certain work items. Another consideration is to introduce further objectives, such as quality, to deliver multi-objective optimization. One problem with quality is that it is difficult to quantify in relation to cost and time, making it suitable to evaluate with fuzzy sets rather than with probability distributions. This suggests that there is scope to develop an integrated fuzzy and stochastic model for a multi-objective (cost-time-quality) optimization model (Wood, 2017) . Another area for consideration, in lengthy projects, is the time value of money, requiring that instead of optimizing project cost the objective function of the STCTP be net present value (NPV), or another discounted profitability measure. Although aspects of NPV optimization have been considered for DTCTP (e.g., Ammar, 2011; Zareei et al., 2014 ) the memetic algorithm developed here could be readily modified to achieve NPV optimization for STCTP.
Conclusions
STCTP analysis provides useful insight to oil and gas field development and facilities project performance, particularly those projects for which cost-time uncertainties are significant, extending DTCTP analysis to more realistic scenarios. A wide range of complex, linear and non-linear work-item (activity) time-cost relationships can be readily applied to STCTP by defining formulaic relationships between the random numbers used to sample work-item duration probability distributions and the dependent fractional numbers (0, 1) used to sample the associated cost distributions. Selecting the appropriate costtime relationship for a specific project influences the efficiency and accuracy of the STCP solutions generated. Separating costs into semi-fixed and variable distributions provides a clear distinction of their contributions to total facilities and field development project cost.
A memetic algorithm comprised of ten metaheuristics, partly focused on local exploitation and partly focused on exploration of the feasible solution space of a constrained STCTP, successfully finds minimum project cost solutions for complex work-item duration-cost relationships. It also develops meaningful Pareto frontiers of non-dominated optimumproject cost solutions across a wide range of possible project durations. Metaheuristic profiling, made possible by coding each solution to identify the metaheuristic that generated it, provides performance monitoring of the component metaheuristics that facilitates fine tuning of the memetic algorithm. The algorithm is developed in VBA/Excel and requires no proprietary project-analysis software to conduct the projectnetwork and work-item-precedence analysis required to calculate and validate each solution it generates.
The STCTP analysis, involving the dual-optimization methodology presented, is of particular value for FEED and pre-FEED facilities/oil and gas field development and improved oil recovery project planning evaluations, when discrete work-item time-cost relationships are typically not available. It can also provide meaningful insight during project implementation, in cases where significant uncertainty remains in work-item time-cost outcomes.
Appendix S
The attached Appendix S includes a flow diagram for the algorithm applied, the equations involved and their explanations for deriving adjustment factors from fat-tailed distributions adjusted by chaotic sequences. It also includes graphics in the formats displayed as Figs 2 to 5 and Figs 6 to 9 for the work-item time-cost relationships discussed here, but not included in the main-manuscript figures. This material is available free of charge via the Internet at http://www.astpagr.com.
